


WE LOVE TO SHOP - WE LOVE TO TRAVEL 

If we had more income - who wouldn't travel more? 

The trouble with shopping & travel is ........ . 

it costs money! How good would it be if you could literally 

'spend yourself to financial freedom' & do as much 

shopping and travel as you wanted? With Multi buy this is 

not only possible - but you can also experience some of the 

best prices on the internet in the process! 

INTERESTED? KEEP READING 



SHOPPING WITH MULTI BUY 

What is Multibuyshop.eu? 

Multibuyshop.eu is the on line shopping platform for Multi buy, a 

shopping and travel company. Centred around the launch of the 

MB8 Coin & aided by the use of blockchain technology, Multi buy 

are now expanding their presence globally with the aim of 

becoming a significant player in the on line shopping and travel 

industries. 

• FACT: There are many, many shopping and travel websites on 

the internet 

• FACT: A lot of these are highly established household names 

• FACT: Any new shopping or travel company will have to give 

customers a very good reason to change & an even better 

reason to stay once changed 

• FACT: Online security is now a crucial element for any business 

on the web - especially as the sector is in a strong growth phase 



SPEND YOUR WAY TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM 

Now that you have started to enjoy the benefits of shopping and 

travel with Multi buy and experienced the power of the rewards 

program, we invite you to go a little further and explore the 

possibility of helping others do the same, by engaging with our 

affiliate program that is the envy of the industry. 

You've done the hard work, now do what comes naturally - tell your 

friends, family and loved ones so that they too can enjoy the 

amazing benefits of Multibuyshop.eu & MB8Cointravel.com. 

For doing this you will achieve a long term, passive, residual income 

which could grow into a life changing amount as your team and 

the business grows. As you spend, you save and as you share, you 

earn -hence our motto: Shop - Save - Share - Earn 



GIVE ME JUST ONE MORE REASON 

WHY I SHOULD CHANGE 

Too long have we sacrificed value for convenience. We 

continue to shop with the usual on line giants who have 

one single goal - increase profits! They enjoy our loyalty 

and give little back (typically 2.5%). 

Remember: 

'if you do what you've always done, you will get what 

you've always got' (Henry Ford) 

Remember also: 
'you can have change without improvement, but you 

can't have improvement without change' (IP) 

So, try something new today! 

Try something exciting! 

Try something that may just change your life! 

HOW DO I START? 

To start enjoying the benefits of Multibuyshop.eu 

straightaway, sign up for free on the website or by 

using the link sent to you by a Multibuy member & 

experience a fantastic new concept in shopping. 

Change your shopping - Change your life. 

For full details of the affiliate program, see the affiliate program brochure. 



Any information provided in this document is only correct at the time of printing 

and is subject to change. For full and up to date information please contact us 

or visit www.multibuygroup.com 



OTHER BROCHURES AVAILABLE 

MULTI BUY BIO 

MULTIBUY REWARDS 
Eurocredir PTV TIEBESTLOYALTY=�i:=-: 

I 

MultibuyGroup 

EUROCREDIT AFFIL IATES 

MB8 MONEY 
2019/2020 

MB8 MONEY 

AVAILABLE IN 

O THER LANGUAGES ON 

WWW.MULTIBUYGROUP.COM/TOOLS 

SHOPPING & TRAVEL 
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